
 #RespetoNaman, a campaign 
against gender-based violence, opened 
the “Don’t Tell Me How to Dress” ex-
hibit last Sept. 9 at Robinson’s Place.
 The exhibit displayed dif-
ferent stories of women who were ha-
rassed and sexually abused along with 
the representation of the clothes they 
wore during the crimes. 
 #RespetoNaman is a project 
of the Office of Vice President (VP) 
Leni Robredo, the Embassy of Swe-
den in Manila, United Nations Women, 
SPARK! Philippines, Empower, Terre 
des Hommes, through the Girls Advo-
cacy Alliance and Para sa Sining. The 
campaign seeks to spread awareness of 
gender-based violence.
 Aside from spreading aware-
ness, they also aim to push for change 
in policy, better practices and the re-

Dumaguete, a part of #RespetoNaman’s Visayan leg campaign

habilitation of victims, and to spread 
awareness outside Metro Manila. Ac-
cording to the Executive Director of 
SPARK! and one of the founders of the 
campaign, Maica Teves, the organiza-
tion wants women to know that they 
are not alone, and that everyone will 
fight for the rights and for the respect 
of every woman.
 “Now, more than ever, is the 
time to shift the narrative, end vic-
tim-blaming, and call for respect for 
women not because of what they wear 
or how they act, but by virtue of their 
being human,” she said.
 In a press release of the cam-
paign, VP Robredo said, “Women’s 
empowerment in the 21st century is 
no longer just about representation and 
activism; each one of us is called to go 
beyond lip service and be more proac-

tive in championing the cause of mak-
ing our spaces not only safe for wo-
men, but conducive to their success.”
 Ambassador Herald Fries 
of the Embassy of Sweden expressed 
Sweden’s staunch support for the cam-
paign. Ambassador Fries has also been 
supporting the campaign since its 
launching last year. “We want to create 
awareness not only in the Philippines, 
but all over the world that women and 
girls are affected by serious violence 
and this has to stop. People need to be 
educated and understand the problem 
and change the culture norm,” said 
Fries. 
 Meanwhile, Atty. Pristine 
Raymond of Gender Watch Against 
Violence and Exploitation (GWAVE), 
shared that she knew earlier the possi-
bility of bringing the campaign in the 
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city and she wanted to be part of it and 
help the campaign.
 She said the exhibit is an “ef-
fective tool” that could address and 
send a “strong message” about the urge 
to stop victim blaming.
 “It will not be only helpful to 
Silliman but also to everyone because 
victim blaming has been part of our 
culture; Filipinos have the tendency 
to blame for what happened to him or 
her,” she said.
 She added that it has been 
part of the culture and being associated 
with the rape cases, which includes 
victim-blaming and the tendency of 
victims blaming themselves. “It’s not 
what she wore, and it’s not what she 
did,” Raymond said.
 GWAVE, supported by the 
College of Law and Amicitas Sorority, 

was the organization that brought the 
campaign to Silliman University. The 
exhibit will be on display at the Villareal 
Hall from Sept. 14 to Sept. 30. Duma-
guete is the second Visayas stop of the 
said campaign. tWS

EXHIBIT. Tourists and locals flock to the opening of "Don't Tell Me How to Dress" exhibit at Robinson's Place on Sept. 9. PHOTO BY  Francis Ryan B. Pabiania.
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 ALL NINE EXAMIN-
EES of Silliman University (SU) 
successfully passed the Septem-
ber 2019 Electrical Engineer Li-
censure Examination.
 The newly licensed Elec-
trical Engineers of SU are:
1. Fortin, Alex Xandra Nabalse
2. Gaitera, Karl Joseph Macias
3. Honculada, Anthony Noel II Pada
4. Lemence, Denyse Flores
5. Omiping, Darwin Eleseo
6. Rotea, Albertito Crusifio Saga
7. Sagario, Thed Saguin

8. Sagun, Alanne Yosores
9. Tropezado, Frances Ann Tubaga
 According to the Pro-
fessional Regulation Commis-
sion (PRC) in an announce-
ment last Sept. 6, 3, 285 out of 
4,891 examinees passed the 
licensure exam administered 
in the cities of Manila, Baguio, 
Cagayan De Oro, Cebu, Davao, 
Iloilo, Legazpi, Lucena, Taclo-
ban and Zamboanga last Au-
gust and this September 2019. 
tWS

 F O U L 
M E N T A L I T Y

Edan Sam Pancho | News Writer

 IN THEIR GOAL to bridge 
the gap between the academe and the 
students, Dean of Students Dr. Edna 
Gladys Calingacion, through the Of-
fice of Student Affairs (OSS) organized 
a seminar-workshop on student affairs 
and programs at the Silliman Hall last 
Sept. 9. 
 The workshop’s central topic 
is “Outcomes-Based Education: In-
tegrating New and Revitalized Pro-
grams into the Student Affairs and 
Services.” The event speakers were 
Dr. Evelyn A. Songco, lead instructor 
and researcher of the Philippine Asso-
ciation of Practitioners of Student Af-
fairs and Services-University of Santo 

Tomas (PAASA-UST) Student Affairs 
Continuing Development Program 
and Atty. Antonio M. Chua, program 
coordinator of AB legal management, 
UST.
 Dr. Songco discussed the im-
pact of non-academic organizations 
and institutions that work collabora-
tively to provide learning which is not 
limited only to the classroom setting. 
According to her, the hidden curricu-
lum trains and immerses the students 
to various activities within the com-
munity level and helps us grow as an 
individual. “The measure of life’s suc-
cess is not grades; it is the joy within 
the heart of the individual,” she added. 

Continued on page 4
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n Aug. 28, President Duterte signed the Republic Act 
No.11440 entitled the National Campus Press Freedom Day 
Act. The copy of the law was released publicly on Sept. 10. 
Many assume that it was used by the Duterte administration 
to fend off accusations of intimidating or bearing down on 

campus journalists and student publications as a part of their hunt for 
communists. However despite the enactment of this law, together with 
the Republic Act of 7079, also known as the Campus Journalism Act  
(CJA) of 1991, many student publications and and young journalists 
still experience acts that threaten their freedom.

 tWS believes that the law was released publicly on Sept. 10 
as damage control for the heavy incidents that have piled up for the 
administration to handle. Going backwards, The Pillar, the official stu-
dent publication of the University of Eastern Philippines (UEP), was 
allegedly intimidated by state forces last Aug. 21 after holding a candle 
lighting ceremony for the victims of the killings in Negros Island. On 
July 24, the College Editors Guild of the Philippines (CEGP) filed a 
complaint before the Commission on Higher Education (CHEd) seek-
ing for an investigation regarding the documented issues of nearly 200 
student publications from different state universities and colleges. “Is-
sues of censorship, defunding, and harassment against campus jour-
nalists are also rampant in today’s regime. More so, the continuous 
attacks against alternative and mainstream media outlets coupled with 
incongruous policies further worsen the current state of the press,” 
said CEGP National President Daryl Angelo Baybado.

 As a guild member of the CEGP, tWS stands with our bro-
thers and sisters throughout the nation, in fighting back against the 
unconstitutional and unreasonable red-tagging, withholding of funds 
or defunding, and blatant, outright attacks against both student and 
professional publications.

 tWS believes that the Silliman community should be made 
aware of these violations against campus press freedom and should 
be enjoined to help fight for other student publications whenever and 
wherever an incident occurs by contacting the CEGP. We are lucky 
that we have not experienced any violations since the Martial Law era 
due to the Silliman community’s strong support for its publication.

 To write is already to choose. Defend campus press freedom. tWS

#DEFENDCAMPUSPRESSFREEDOM

O

Incognizance and the Fool 
 For years, 
people have been 
recording experi-
ences and knowl-
edge on tomes 
and memoirs that 
have served as 
guideposts for the 
future generation. 
Information that 

could lead to breakthroughs in science, 
or maybe even help change history was 
a valuable commodity especially during 
the ancient times when knowledge could 
only be accessed by the scholars and the 
rich -- making the lower classes ignorant 
and easy to manipulate. Today, with easy 
access to information and stories, peo-
ple are now granted limitless power over 
what they can do with these stories. 
 With limitless access to in-
formation comes limitless potential for 
better growth of every community. The 
only question is, do we really use this in-
formation and stories for the betterment 
of every community and even nature it-
self?
 Even with the privilege to 
access limitless information, people 
still abuse this privilege to undermine 
the freedom of expression of others by 
misappropriation of information: using 
Bible verses from stories to satisfy their 
own beliefs, refusing to believe scientific 
studies because of a conspiracy theorist’s 

wilder opinions, etc., a practice known 
as “proof-texting.” Even with the pres-
ence of evidence and articles that prove 
the validity of opposing arguments, peo-
ple still choose to remain ignorant.
         In the recent events concerning 
the country, one popular example, a 
political agenda heavily scrutinized by 
most Filipinos, is the legislation and the 
passing of the SOGIE bill, which enacts 
anti-discriminatory measures for all peo-
ple regardless of gender and sexuality. 
 Gretchen Diez’s usage of 
LGBTQ rights to further her political 
career instead of the betterment of the 
community shifted the bill’s essence 
from an anti-discriminatory act to be-
coming a self-serving platform to gain 
political power. Together with misinfor-
mation and the quick judgmental per-
sonality of most Filipinos, the SOGIE 
bill has taken a step back from becom-
ing a realized anti-discrimination law 
to an act that has been branded by most 
religious zealots as a bill promoting dis-
respect to the teachings of the Bible. 
 Despite the full details of the 
SOGIE bill being circulated online, par-
ties from opposing political views have 
manipulated certain information found 
inside the bill for their self-serving ide-
ologies and needs, an act epitomized 
when Gretchen Diez tried to use the 
bill in order to further her own political 
ambitions, and when radical right-wing 

members of religious groups used the 
bill -combined with out-of-context bible 
verses- to symbolize the “evil attempt” 
of the LGBTQ community to slowly re-
move the rights of heterosexuals. This 
kind of bad practice does not stop only 
in the recent scrutiny of the SOGIE bill 
but has also affected the advancement 
of the scientific fields. Such bad practice 
also led to the existence of anti-vaxxers 
and science deniers who believe in the 
misinterpreted “woke” culture through 
some random conspiracy theorist on 
a sketchy website on the internet. This 
proves that despite the limitless access 
to information, people still proof-text 
and disregard the truth behind greater 
agendas that were created for the better-
ment of the communities regardless of 
sexuality, age, and social standing.
 It is best to keep to heart what 
Uncle Ben of Spiderman taught every-
one: ”With great power, comes great 
responsibility.” Each of us is obliged to 
be responsible enough with the limitless 
power of information available with-
in reach. It is either we advance to the 
limitless undiscovered potential of hu-
mankind or take a step back with a fool’s 
mindset and attitude that will hinder 
human development. 
 Being fully and properly in-
formed, after all, is better than being an 
incognizant fool. tWS

The Plougher’s Plight
 R e pu b l i c 
Act No. 11203, 
commonly known 
as Rice Tariffi-
cation Law, was 
signed by Presi-
dent Duterte last 
February. This act 
was said to help 
the farmers — yet 

it shows the other way around. 
 The Rice Tariffication Law is 
an act that liberalizes the importation, 
exportation, and trading of rice and lift-
ing the quantitative import restriction 
on rice. It is an amendment of the Agri-
cultural Tariffication Act of 1996 where-
in there are quantitative restrictions that 
have allowed the government to limit 
the volume of rice imports every year. 
The said limit then protects the local 
farmers from foreign competition. 
 In the new Rice Tariffication 
Law, the quantitative restrictions are lift-
ed — making individuals and businesses 
import additional volumes of rice crop 
from Southeast Asian countries like 
Thailand and Vietnam. The said indi-
viduals and businesses will have to pay 
a 35-percent tariff (tax on imports), and 
the collected tariffs will then be used to 
fund mass irrigation, warehousing, and 
rice research. 
 Upon its implementation, the 
consuming public sector benefited from 

it. The influx of cheaper prices of rice 
is now allowed to the domestic market 
— easing the burden of the consuming 
public due to high inflation rates. 
 But the thing is, the farmers of 
our country suffered the most. Recent-
ly, several groups of farmers claimed 
that palay (unmilled rice) prices in 
some places went down to P6 from P10 
per kilo. Since the implementation of 
the Rice Tariffication Law, the drop of 
farmgate prices of unmilled rice (palay) 
plummeted affecting them the most. 
 For a country known for its 
agricultural products, farming is not 
new to us. In fact, most of the Filipi-
nos depend on farming. But the thing 
is, poverty incidence is evident to every 
farmer’s life. It is sad to know that most 
of our farmers do not have an easy way 
of living. On top of that, they struggle 
to meet the demands of the consuming 
public — leading them to exhaust all of 
what they have just to ensure that they 
can yield rice. With problems such as 
climate change, low prioritization from 
the government, and land reform, the 
struggling situation they have becomes 
worse. 
 With the recent implementa-
tion of Rice Tariffication Law, foreign 
competition against the local farmers 
is now in full effect. The farmgate prices 
of palay went down just to keep up with 

this competition. Because of this, the 
farmers who are already in debt in fund-
ing their farming cost cannot pay back 
due to the loss of income — making 
them suffer more poverty. 
 The implementation of Rice 
Tariffication Law is just one of the things 
our government does in order to address 
the economic problem of our country. 
However, instead of alleviating the farmers’ 
burdens, it added more.
 Our farmers deserve all the 
help they can get. The law was meant 
to bring good to them, but why does it 
bring harm instead? Instead of benefit-
ing from this law, they are experiencing 
more struggles. 
 For us to address the prob-
lems the farmers have, instead of just 
focusing on the economic gain that this 
law proudly brings, the government 
might want to consider the negative 
effects its implementation has on the 
farmers. The government might want 
to review over and over again the im-
plementation of this law — to check if 
this law has already uplifted the strug-
gles of the farmers.
 Let us remember that farmers 
are one of the most important sectors 
in our society. They provide food and 
we should not wait until we cannot see 
them anymore. tWS
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Is Twitter a good source of reliable
information for the public?

"If you want to be updated with the news then look for a politically unbiased 
news website. Seeing as you have internet access, the world is just a click 
away."
Henry Raine Sagaysay, Bachelor of Science in Computer Science, First Year

"It could be. It's faster because you only need to compose 140 characters, 
very useful to disseminate first hand info. On the other hand, there are fake 
accounts that compromise the reliability of information."
Rea Samantha Migullas, Silliman University Alumna

"It's a useful tool for fast paced dissemination of info. Downside to this is that it really 
isn't in-depth due to the 240 character constraint. However, coupled with a link for 
verification on the said info, it has a good reach. This platform works exceptionally 
good especially as students from younger generations have started weaning away 
from Facebook."
John Rey Lee Villareal, Silliman University Alumnus
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FOUL  MENTAL ITY

clear by voicing out his or her 
ideas, but instead of getting 
praise, s/he ends up receiving 
sarcastic remarks. The 
conversation goes astray and 
become meaningless since 
the person, not the argument, 
is being attacked. 

 Certain people 
embrace anti-intellectualism 
without them noticing; 
this is a reality that might 
be hard to digest. The 
truth is, the intellectual 
pursuit is devalued, and 
the knowledgeable ones 
are deemed as elitist. The 
worst-case scenario is that 
being ignorant is something 
to be proud of. Instead 
of enlightenment, people 
choose to avoid knowledge 
and listen to their insecurities 
by spouting harsh comments. 

 Learning is free 
and everyone is entitled to 

 Have you uttered 
discouraging words to 
someone smarter than you 
out of envy? How did it 
feel on your part? Did it 
boost your morale? If yes, 
congratulations! You ruined 
someone's confidence and 
slimmed the chance for that 
person to share better ideas 
in the future.

 Smart shaming 
is defined as the act of 
humiliating an intelligent 
person. Basically, this 
exhibits the manner of 
anti-intellectualism as this 
embraces the negative view of 
being intelligent. Here in the 
Philippines, smart shaming is 
slowly rising since people may 
not be aware of committing 
this habit. Anyone can do 
this, and the possibility 
of hurting someone may 
happen anytime. The hostility 
towards smart individuals is 
proof of the lack of empathy 
and toxic attitude carried by 
the unhealthy society. This 
seems to promote the view 
that being smart is a negative 
trait, which poses a serious 
problem that needs to be 
fixed. 

 Smart shaming greatly 
affects the offended party. 
These people are viewed as 
haughty and their opinions 
are believed to be threats. 
People who commit this 
act downgrade themselves 
and make the other person 
feel arrogant for sharing 
information. The other 
person wants to make things 

learn; the human race is 
dependent on knowledge 
so that they could face the 
harsh environment and 
fully survive. Knowledge is 
accessible to all people since 
intellectual freedom was made 
possible due to the efforts of 
the government to prioritize 
education, which means 
ignorance is not an excuse. 
Yet, why do people reject the 
value of intellectualism? In 
the first place, humans are 
rational beings as this factor 
separates them from other 
beings of earth, but this gift 
seems to be wasted because 
of the preference of anti-
intellectualism.

 The existence of smart 
shaming is a sign of a toxic 
environment. This social 
problem is pervasive and 
detrimental to self-worth as 
this inhibits further growth. 

To avoid receiving mockery 
from peers, keeping one's 
mouth shut seems to be 
the best way to avoid rising 
conflicts. Whereas in reality, 
shared information is helpful; 
the manifestation of ideas 
and opinions matter and may 
count as a contribution to the 
betterment of all. The status 
quo of the society addresses 
this issue as a minor problem 
since it is viewed as harmless, 
but the negative remarks are 
painful which is comparable 
to a spear that pierces the 
recipient's heart. 

 When an intellectual 
speaks, insecure people, on 
the other hand, will attack by 
poking fun, causing the former 
to remain silent and avoid 
the discussion. It is ironic 
to think that most Filipinos 
goes to school and promote 
education, yet society seeks 

to make the smart individuals 
outcasts and reject their ideas 
even though they are relevant 
points. The biggest problem 
lies within the mentality of 
toxic individuals. Sadly, the 
culture is slowly accepting 
this stigma and this may 
signify that people are getting 
dumb.

 Most of the Philippine 
heroes are members of the 
educated class; their preference 
and value of education led 
them into greatness. One of 
them is the great Jose Rizal, 
who was well known for his 
novel Noli Me Tangere and 
El Filibusterismo. Due to the 
publication of these books, he 
was arrested and persecuted 
because of exposing the 
abuses of colonial rulers. It is 
disappointing to know that the 
practice of anti-intellectualism 
is rooted since the early times. 
Tyrant authorities would 
label the educated individual 
as a danger to the public and 
punish them due to their 
intellectual prowess. 

 Shattering this bad 
habit takes time and requires 
a lot of motivation. It's not too 
late to move and inspire others 
to express their thoughts 
without fear of repression and 
rejection. Building a healthy 
conversation and appreciating 
the person who shared the 
information is a way of 
preventing smart shaming. 
Always remember to be proud 
of what you are, as being smart 
is a gift, not a curse. Be brave 
and stand for what you think 
is right. tWS
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The Infamous Flash
 They say that blessings 

are things given to you without 
you asking for them. I’m pretty 
sure that an unsolicited picture 
of the male genitalia does not 
count as a blessing though. 

 Communication is 
made easier by technology 
and the Internet. You can 
communicate with family, 
friends and even strangers all 
over the world with only a few 
clicks or taps. Trying to meet 
new people, however, is like 
trying to navigate through a 
minefield due to the variety 
of people that use it. Opening 
your message requests can be 
like a game of Russian Roulette: 
you’ll never know what’ll hit 
you (or flash you.)

 Four in 10 women 
aged between 18 and 36 have 
been sent a photograph of a 
penis without asking for one, a 
2018 YouGov poll discovered. 
Colloquially known as an 
unsolicited “dick pics,” these 
are usually sent in dating sites 
while engaging in a steamy 

conversation. However, these 
unsolicited pictures are recently 
being received on social media 
sites like Snapchat, Messenger, 
Instagram, and even Twitter. 

 Dubbed as “cyber 
flashing” by wired.com, the 
most recent cases in the United 
States in regards to these 
pictures involve the use of 
Apple’s AirDrop feature where 
pictures of the male genitalia 
were sent around in public 
transport, restaurants and 
even parks. In Japan, this type 
of people is labelled “Airdrop 
Chikan” (Airdrop Pervs.) 
People who send dick pics in 
Japan will get arrested once 
caught.

 If we were to put this 
situation a few decades ago 
when people were offline, 
sending this type of picture 
would be the equivalent of 
flashing in public – something 
you can easily be thrown in 
prison for. Nowadays, sending 
unsolicited “dick pics” is 
considered a cybercrime and is 
now punishable by law.

 The easiest way to 
avoid this situation is to simply 
remember the basic Internet 
etiquette – also known as 
netiquette – and to think 
before you hit send. The word 
unsolicited means “not asked 

for.” If the person did not ask 
for it, why would you give it?

 
 The Internet is a 

wonderful place where people 
can interact socially safely. 
Let’s not taint it with perverse 

behavior especially since a lot 
of children and minors use it as 
well. 

Always remember: don’t be 
trash; don’t flash. tWS

From someone you may know
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TALK. Samira Gutoc, Paige Occeñola and Dr. Gia Siso, (l-r) talk about youth involvement and other issues in the 
Philippines during the Digital Summit last Sept. 9, at the Luce Auditorium. PHOTO BY  Natha Le Louise B. Bureros.

theRANDOMSPACE:

Ash acquires Pikachu

This marked the start of the greatest Pokémon 
journey ever. Together with his bestfriend, 
Pikachu, they  conquered the world.

They became the very best, like no one ever was.

Ash gains the respect of Charizard

Being selfless was the key of gaining Charizard's 
respect. When Charizard was still Charmander, 
he sort of hated Ash all along. But Ash didn't 
give up on their relationship. This proves to be 
one of the best Pokémon-Pokémon Trainer 
relationships ever known.

Ash Wins Alola League

This was the first time that Ash won an Official 
Pokémon League tournament. This was 
something that all of his friends and followers 
were looking forward to ever since he started 
his Pokémon journey.

Top Ash Ketchum Moments. 

Complied by Agustin Vicente Bas | Layout Artist

After 20 long years, Ash Ketchum has now finally become a Pokémon Master. He has gone through a lot of hard times in this whole wide journey. With 
that being said, he deserves to be acknowledged. Here are some of the top Ash Ketchum moments:

OSS holds seminar-workshop... from page 1

CHOOSE

 SILLIMAN UNIVERSITY 
(SU) College of Arts and Sciences an-
nounced 23 newly licensed social workers 
who passed the August 2019 Social Worker 
Licensure Examination given last Aug. 
21-23.
 The newly licensed Social 
Workers of SU are:
1. Abanto, Junrey A.
2. Anino, Charis Gil E.
3.Arguido, Ethel Gay B.
4. Bahinting, Ruby Gin N.
5. Calintig, Jeanie Love S.
6. Garcia, Karine Mae A.
7. Gernade, Jorraine Nathalie D.
8. Gonzalez, Carl John J.
9. Lanaria, Mark Daniel C.

10. Lastimado, Precious Sham E.
11. Manlavi, Grant Yves T.
12. Olis, Alliah Louise C.
13. Patrimonio, Alvin Jan S.
14. Ponce, Aeonee Kyle D.
15. Raddatz, Katharina Haley C.
16. Ragay, Bianca Althea V.
17. Reyes, Pearly O.
18. Sedilles, Renemar M.
19. Subong, Marianne Joyce Q.
20. Taasin, Chelsea B.
21. Toledo, Sheila Marae O.
22. Tse, Jackie Dawn C.
23. Valleser, Maxine Isobel C.
 Chairperson of the Social Work 
department Serlyn E. Sanson said the 
passers took the exam either in Cebu or 
Davao.

23 Sillimanians pass Social Worker
Licensure Examination

Source: Looper Source: Poketto Blog Source: THE POKEMON COMPANY

Social advocates talk about
youth involvement, digital responsibility

Francis Ryan Pabiania | News Writer

THREE SOCIAL ADVOCATES 
talked about the issues and involvement 
of the youth in the Philippines during the 
Digital Summit 2019 last Sept. 9, at the Luce 
Auditorium.

The summit comprised a series 
of talks by well-known influencers to advo-
cate responsible social media netizenship, 
according to their official facebook page.

This year was themed, “Redefin-
ing the Insignia of Generation Z Through 
Digital Responsibility.” It aimed to capaci-
tate the youth in instilling the essence of 
‘Digital Literacy’ and create meaningful 
impacts in the ‘Digital Age.’

The event featured Dr. Gia Sison, 
medical doctor and mental health advocate; 
Paige Occeñola, unit head of Digital Com-
munications at Rappler; and Samira Gutoc, 
women and peace advocate and 2010 In-
quirer People of the Year Nominee.

Dr. Sison talked about the youth 
as ambassadors of mental health awareness. 
“Self-care is saying no to the usual thing you 
are saying yes to,” she said.

She shared several reasons why 
the youth should take part in advocacies 
especially on mental health. She said that 
the youth have the energy and the number 
to effect change, are inclusive and sensi-
tive, understand the complexity of mental 
health, and adopt tools for efficient advoca-
cy work.

She stressed that the youth 
should educate and also be educated in liv-
ing their advocacies every day; they should 
organize to harness collective power.  “Step 
up, seek up,” she ended.

Occeñola, on the other hand, 
talked about fake news and social media 
responsibility saying, “If you want to make 
change, you must make change in your 
community first.”

She shared that among  the 
Philippine issues is disinformation, which 
Claire Wardle defines as ‘a false information 
that is deliberately created or disseminated 
with the express purpose to cause harm.’ 
And to fight it, she said that everyone has 
to educate themselves, make a habit of 
fact-checking, engage and correct disinfor-
mation.

Meanwhile, Gutoc on Philippine 
politics and its involvement with the youth, 
proudly said that she is a “product of the 
youth movement.”

She mentioned the 1987 Con-
stitution of the Republic of the Philippines, 
Article II, Section 13, which states that “the 
State recognizes the vital role of the youth in 
nation-building and shall promote and pro-
tect their physical, moral, spiritual, intellec-
tual and social well-being. It shall inculcate 
in the youth patriotism and nationalism, 
and encourage their involvement in public 
and civic affairs.”

She also raised current issues in-
cluding climate change. “Climate Change is 
not fiction or imagination,” she said.

Meanwhile, event chairperson 
Kylle Christian Saga said that the speakers 
are “influential in the Digital World.” In 
tackling the respective issues, they “create 
an exchange of ideas which radiates a posi-
tive impact” not just to the society but also 
in the Digital World.

According to Saga, a person’s in-
fluence plays a “major part and important 
role” in creating a “powerful impact.” “I be-
lieve that the set of guest speakers has suc-
ceeded [in this] goal,” he said.

“Digital literacy encompasses 
and is more than just social media eti-
quettes. The digital world provides a lot of 
avenues for individuals especially the youth 
to educate and fight for certain causes... It 

is therefore important to step up our game 
and use technology as an advantage to ad-
vocate for certain causes to promote change 
and progress in our society,” he added.

INCORRECT CRITICISMS

Dr. Sison, Occeñola and Gutoc 
expressed their support to campus journalists 
and shared ideas on dealing with criticisms 
that are “blatantly incorrect.”

“Just speak the truth and don’t 
be scared or intimidated … as long as you 
know what’s true and you’re doing it out of 
your passion.... Just keep going,” Dr. Sison 
said.

Gutoc said that [“blatantly incor-
rect” criticisms] have to be corrected and 
the only way to fight fake news is to provide 
better news that matters.

She added that in the competi-
tion of information, “Prevent the fake news 
by presenting it better… at lalo pa nating 
paigtingin ang campus union…and the 
protection of [campus] journalists.”

Occeñola said that expanding 
online presence of news organizations is 
about engaging and collaborating with 
partners, students; giving workshops, in 
online and offline works.

“You just keep doing your job. It 
also really helps to build a network of allies, 
fellow journalists, campus journalists; [it is] 
really important to come together, rally to-
gether to defend press freedom. ‘Yun lang 
sya,” she said about oppressions from high-
er beings.

Occeñola concluded that it’s a 
good idea to exercise journalism in social 
media including Facebook, Instagram, and 
Twitter. tWS

 On the other hand, Atty. 
Chua shared his knowledge on the 
field of Taxation Law, Corporation 
and Contract Law particularly the 
practicality of these and how to ap-
ply these in situations.
 The seminar-workshop is 
the initiative of Dr. Calingacion, 
Dr. Jaruvic Rafols, head of  Guid-
ance and Testing Division (GTD) 
and Mr. Abe Cadeliña, head of Stu-
dent Organization and Activities 
Division (SOAD.) It is part of the 
continuing program that focuses 
on students affairs and services. 

 “There were things in the 
said program that we realized that 
we have to bring into our student 
affairs and practice here in the uni-
versity,” said Dr. Calingacion on or-
ganizing the event.
 A total of 101 partici-
pants attended the whole day event. 
Among them were OSS personnel, 
members of the student govern-
ment, dormitory advisers/managers, 
guidance counselors, international 
students, and psychology interns. 
 Carl Dagdag, a second year 
Psychology major said that the work-
shop was beneficial to the students. 
“As a student, we can now give our 

expectations and be more interactive 
inside and outside the classroom be-
cause of Outcomes-Based Education,” 
he said.
 As for the programs and 
plans after the seminar-workshop, 
Dr. Calingacion said that they are al-
ready assessing the university’s cur-
rent programs and soon will trans-
form them to be outcomes-based. 
According to her, action plans and 
objectives are already prepared and 
they would like to focus on out-
comes such as aligning activities to 
meet the expected graduate attri-
butes of the university. tWS

 According to the Professional 
Regulation Commission (PRC), 2,723 
out of 5,880 examinees passed the board 
exam.
 Meanwhile, Dr. Mae Brigitt 
Bernadel Villordon, dean of College of 
Arts and Sciences, extends her warmest 
congratulations to the faculty, staff and 
students of the Social Work department 
for obtaining a passing rate of 95.65%.
 Dr. Villordon commends the 
faculty and staff for their efforts in prepar-
ing the students. “This success is the result 
of the different efforts and the different 
learning environments that helped mold the 
academic and non-academic experiences 
of our social work students.” tWS

HIBALAG SPECIAL ISSUE 
The Sillimanians Speak section included the results of an online poll conducted by 
tWS during Hibalag. The results lacked their corresponding descriptions, causing a 
massive misunderstanding among the readers.
 
As agreed upon with the winner of the Silliman Idol 2019, the news feature titled 
“Music Major wins Silliman Idol 2019” was changed to “COPVA Student wins Silli-
man Idol 2019.” on the online version.


